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2BeClic :
Glue-free floating 
wood flooring

Floating glued 
system wood 
flooring

Engineered 
two-strip

Engineered 
single-plank

Solid

Compatible 
with underfloor 
heating systems

Compatible 
with underfloor 
heating/cooling 
systems

Real Wood certified

SYMBOLS

Full stick 
down wood 
flooring

Nailed wood 
flooring

certification

PEFC certified

30-year guarantee*

Parquets de France 
certified

* Can be downloaded from www.panaget.com
Matt 
varnished

Satin 
varnished

Oiled
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ANAGET’s factory was established in 1929 in Bougbarré, in 
the French region of Brittany, where it stands to this very day. 

Over the years, we have remained true to our roots, and have 
incorporated our traditional production methods and craftsmanship 
into our modern-day manufacturing processes. We continue to work 
with wood and wood alone, preferably oak.

In line with our commitment to using natural wood sources, the oak 
that we use is 100% French oak, which is guaranteed to be healthy 
and natural, with all the values and virtues of the country’s ancient 
forests.

The origins of parquet flooring can be traced back to the Middle 
Ages. This type of flooring reminds us of our family history and the 
houses that our parents and grandparents used to live in, and acts 
as a reminder of what it feels like to be young. In the past, parquet 
was often associated with the smell of polish. Apart from that smell, 
our parquet flooring retains all the benefits of the past, and is now 
available in a wide choice of colours and options, with a range of 
varnishes that will practically never wear out, making it so much 
easier to maintain.

Our local roots and fiercely loyal workforce enable us to be proud 
of what we produce in Brittany: parquet flooring for people all over 
the world.
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Made in France since 1929

Diva French Oak zenitude celado
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CHOOSE panaget
AND YOU’RE CHOOSING ...

quality
Quality parquet flooring made from 
real wood, ISO 9001 certified (2008 
version) from PANAGET

PROXIMITY
Our parquet flooring is made from 
100% French Oak that is machined at 
our factories in Brittany, which limits 
the need for transport and reduces our 
environmental footprint.

SAFETY
Our products comply with European 
standards, our varnishes contain no 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
and our oils are 100% solvent-free. 
We are completely transparent about 
the origin of the materials used in our 
parquet, and about our manufacturing 
processes (REACH).

respeCT
We carry out regular audits to prevent 
occupational risk and improve 
working conditions on our production 
lines.

COMPETITIVENESS
Our parquet flooring is attractively priced, 
while meeting all quality, health and 
environmental standards.

Eco-responsIble,
NATURALLY

SUSTAINABILITY
Products are made from wood taken 
from forests that are replanted after 
harvesting (PEFC-certified) and sawdust 
is recycled to generate energy for our 
factories.
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Marie-Paule CADET presents Orféo French 
Oak classic satin.
Orféo is one of PANAGET’s oldest products. 
We began manufacturing it over 30 years ago. 
Its excellent value for money, coupled with 
our Clic system, make it a key part of the 
PANAGET range.

With its two strips, Orféo produces a highly 
aesthetic finish and has a similar look to parquet 
flooring from times gone by. Orféo suits all 
interior furnishing styles.

Marie-Paule CADET
Team leader

TWO-STRIP

Now you can look forward to starting every day on the right 
foot. What could be better than waking up to feel a warm 

wood floor under your feet? Ideal for bedrooms and offices, 
PANAGET’s two-strip flooring has all the appeal of parquet 

flooring as it used to be. It is made up of two rows of strips, the 
length of which varies between 15 and 50 cm, assembled and 

glued together to form a single plank.
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French Oak classic satin 11 and 14 mm

French Oak prima satin 11 and 14 mm

French Oak prima linen 11 mm French Oak classic driftwood 11 and 14 mm

Two-strip        Orféo 139

Orféo
139

•	 Engineered two-strip hardwood 
flooring, varnished or oiled.

•	 Width: 2 x 69.5 mm = 139 mm.
•	 Length: 1,500 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 100% solvent-free factory oil.
•	 PEFC-certified (14-mm version only).

In 11 mm, see 
exceptions p. 60

Orféo 139
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French Oak tradition satin 11 and 14 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak classic topaze 11 mm,
•	 French Oak tradition stained 14 mm,
•	 French Oak tradition natural oil 11 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or the overview 
in the “Collection” section on panaget.com

French Oak tradition copper 11 and 14 mm

French Oak tradition saphir 11 and 14 mm

French Oak tradition grey oil 11 and 14 mm

Two-strip        Orféo 139

Orféo 139
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French Oak salvagio grey oil 14 mm

Salvagio reflects everything 
that’s so special about wood 
… cracks, discolouration, 
veins and texture reinforce 
the vintage appeal of natural, 
beautiful-looking wooden 
flooring.

Two-strip        Orféo 139

French Oak salvagio white oil 14 mmFrench Oak salvagio natural oil 14 mm

French Oak salvagio antique wax oil 14 mm

For this solid-looking floor, PANAGET has 
taken advantage of everything French Oak 
has to offer. The wood is irregular-looking, 

because it is genuine and natural.

Orféo 139
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Also available as:
•	 Beech tradition 14 mm,
•	 Jatoba 11 and 14 mm,
•	 Chestnut 14 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or the 
overview in the “Collection” section 
on panaget.com

Two-strip        Orféo 139

Canadian Maple 14 mm Doussie 11 and 14 mm

Ash 14 mmUS Walnut 14 mm

Beech classic 11 and 14 mm

Orféo 139
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SINGLE-PLANK

No matter which room they are found in – from the hallway 
to the dining room – PANAGET parquet flooring enables 
you to create an atmosphere that’s full of character and 

welcoming, and one that matches your tastes and the size 
of the room. Among the dozens of options to choose from, 

we recommend 90-mm widths for your smaller rooms, or 
widths of up to 184 mm for your larger ones, if you’re 
aiming for a more daring look. Chamfered and with a 

single wood top layer, PANAGET’s single-plank floors add 
depth to the room and give the whole house a nice feel.

16

He may be tall (1.94 metres), but even 
Thierry LEGRAND can’t match the two-
metre length of our bestselling flooring.

With the development of this single-plank 
range, PANAGET has introduced multiple-length 
planks, including two-metre-long strips, which 
can be laid in staggered rows.

Thierry LEGRAND
Head of Sales, France

Rendez-vous
with STYLE
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SINGLE-PLANK         Traviata 9018

French Oak nature topaze 12 and 15 mm

French Oak authentic linen 12 mm

Also available as :
•	 French Oak prima satin square-edged 15 mm,
•	 French Oak nature opale 12 and 15 mm,
•	 French Oak nature satin 12 and 15 mm,
•	 French Oak authentic saphir 15 mm,
•	 French Oak authentic topaze 12 and 15 mm,
•	 Jatoba 12 and 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or the overview in the 
“Collection” section on panaget.com.

Traviata
90

•	 Engineered single-strip hardwood 
flooring, varnished, 4 chamfers or 
square-edged.

•	 Width: 90 mm.
•	 Lengths: from 390 to 1,190 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.

Doussie 12 and 15 mm

Canadian Maple 12 mm

Iroko 15 mm

Beech classic 15 mm

15 mm12 mm

Traviata 90

In 12 mm, see 
exceptions p. 60



 French Oak zenitude linen 12 mm

20

 French Oak zenitude celado 12 mm

  French Oak zenitude salina 12 mm French Oak zenitude habano 12 mm

Traviata 90

SINGLE-PLANK         Traviata 90

Simple yet bold, zenitude parquet 
flooring shows off all the different 

characteristics of French Oak in their 
full glory. This contemporary parquet  

flooring is a delight to look at.



French Oak tradition linen 12 mm

Alto
139

•	 Engineered dual & single-stave 
hardwood flooring, varnished,  
2 chamfers.

•	 Width: 139 mm.
•	 Length: 1,200 mm plank composed of 

top layers of 400, 600, 800 and  
1,200 mm.

•	 Ecostrong varnish.

See exceptions 
p. 60

SINGLE-PLANK         Alto 13922

French Oak tradition satin 12 mm

French Oak tradition topaze 12 mm

Alto 139



French Oak tradition celado 12 mm

24

French Oak tradition driftwood 12 mm

French Oak tradition topia 12 mmFrench Oak tradition perline 12 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak tradition prunia

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or 
the overview in the “Collection” 
section on panaget.com

SINGLE-PLANK         Alto 139

Alto 139

Alto 139



Otello
139

•	 Engineered single-plank hardwood 
flooring, varnished or oiled,  
4 chamfers or square-edged.

•	 Width: 139 mm.
•	 Lengths: from 400 to 2,000 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 100% solvent-free factory oil.

In 12 mm, see 
exceptions p. 60

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 13926

French Oak classic topaze 12, 14 and 15 mm

French Oak classic platine 12 and 15 mm

15 mm12 & 14 mm

Otello 139

French Oak classic satin 12, 14 and 15 mm
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French Oak nature opale 12 and 14 mm

French Oak nature nacre 12 and 15 mm

French Oak authentic saphir 12, 14 and 15 mm

French Oak authentic linen 12, 14 and 15 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak prima satin, square-edged 15 mm,
•	 French Oak classic opale 15 mm,
•	 French Oak classic saphir 15 mm,
•	 French Oak driftwood 15 mm,
•	 French Oak classic perline 15 mm,
•	 French Oak classic topaze 12 and 14 mm,
•	 French Oak classic topia 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or the overview 
in the “Collection” section on panaget.com

French Oak nature granit 12 and 15 mm French Oak authentic topaze 12, 14 and 15 mm

Otello 139

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 139
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French Oak zenitude perline 12 mm

French Oak zenitude prunia 12 and 15 mmFrench Oak zenitude topia 12 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak zenitude 

linen 12 and 15 mm,
•	 French Oak zenitude 

salina 12 and 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 
and 63 or the overview in 
the “Collection” section on 
panaget.com

French Oak zenitude driftwood 12 and 15 mm

French Oak zenitude habano 12 and 15 mmFrench Oak zenitude celado 12 and 15 mm

VARNISHED

Otello 139

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 139

With its 139 mm-wide planks, 
varnished Otello zenitude 

creates impeccable, pure and 
impressive lines. The wonderfully 

proportioned planks are available 
in a range of contemporary 

finishes, giving this traditional 
wood an up-to-date look.
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French Oak zenitude white oil 15 mm

French Oak zenitude antique wax oil 15 mm

French Oak zenitude natural oil 15 mm

OILED

French Oak zenitude grey oil 15 mm

Otello 139

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 139

This finish for oiled Otello zenitude 
goes perfectly with French Oak: the 
natural oil adds a touch of colour to 
the wood’s natural character. 
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French Oak salvagio natural oil 15 mm

French Oak salvagio antique wax oil 15 mm

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 139

French Oak salvagio grey oil 15 mm

French Oak salvagio white oil 15 mm

Otello 139

Otello salvagio: 
exceptional parquet 
flooring for people who 
want to express their 
creativity. The sawing and 
tannin marks visible on 
every plank add value 
and demonstrate that it is 
genuine oak.



Naturally coloured oak through 
and through (thermo-treated)
Thermo-treating French oak is much better for 
the environment than using exotic woods.

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 13936

French Oak seductio opale 15 mm
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Ash 15 mm

Natural Bamboo 15 mm

Jatoba 12 and 15 mm

Cherry 15 mm

Also available as:
•	 Caramel Bamboo15 mm,
•	 Doussie 12 and 15 mm,
•	 Canadian Maple 12 and 

15 mm,
•	 Iroko 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or 
the overview in the “Collection” 
section on panaget.com

Beech classic 15 mm

US Walnut 12 and 15 mm

Otello 139

SINGLE-PLANK         Otello 139



SINGLE-PLANK         Diva 18440

French Oak authentic topaze 15 mmLarch authentic topaze 15 mm

French Oak nature satin 15 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak nature 

topaze 15 mm,
•	 French Oak authentic 

saphir 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or 
the overview in the “Collection” 
section on panaget.com

French Oak nature driftwood 15 mm

Diva
184

•	 Engineered wide plank hardwood 
flooring, varnished or oiled,  
4 chamfers.

•	 Width: 184 mm (extra-wide).
•	 Lengths: from 400 to 2,000 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 100% solvent-free factory oil.

Diva 184



French Oak zenitude prunia 15 mm

French Oak zenitude linen 15 mm

42

Also available as:
•	 French Oak zenitude 

driftwood 15 mm,
•	 French Oak zenitude 

perline 15 mm,
•	 French Oak zenitude 

topia 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 
and 63 or the overview in 
the “Collection” section on 
panaget.com    

VARNISHED

French Oak zenitude habano 15 mm

French Oak zenitude celado 15 mm French Oak zenitude salina 15 mm

SINGLE-PLANK         Diva 184

Nowadays, bigger is 
better! With its extra-wide 

strips and colour tones, 
varnished Diva zenitude 

reflects the spirit of the 
times in which we live. 

This highly contemporary 
flooring is ideal for people 

who like to keep up with 
the latest trends in interior 

decoration.

Diva 184



French Oak zenitude white oil 15 mm

French Oak zenitude grey oil 15 mm

OILED

French Oak zenitude natural oil 15 mm

INTRICATE DESIGNS 

Modern interior design has led to a rethink of traditional 
parquet flooring. When classic and contemporary styles 
come together, the result can be a surprising effect that 
looks great. From inlaid to herringbone and Hungarian 

point pattern, our intricate designs incorporate all of 
PANAGET’s flooring expertise. These unique parquets will 

give your interior a distinct character.

44

French Oak zenitude antique wax oil 15 mm

Marie-Madeleine MARCHAND (who’s been 
working at PANAGET for 23 years) sorts the 
planks for salvagio – a painstaking process, 
but one that makes this range so special.

Marie-Madeleine MARCHAND is an expert 
in sorting and selecting top-layer strips. At 
PANAGET, such a delicate task could never be 
entrusted to a machine. Manual sorting enables 
us to guarantee our customers that they’ll get 
what they were expecting. It’s how we ensure 
the high quality of our flooring.

We also select our inlays (Carmen), herringbone 
(Traviata) and Hungarian point flooring (Bohême) 
in exactly the same way.

Marie-Madeleine MARCHAND
Sorting controller

SINGLE-PLANK         Diva 184

PANAGET flooring reflects 
the latest trends just as 

much as the fashion world. 
And as far as flooring is 

concerned, French Oak is 
bang on trend nowadays. 

This hard-wearing wood 
is shown off to best effect 

when laid in extra-wide 
planks and gently brushed. 

Here’s a selection of the 
oiled finishes available in 
the Diva zenitude range.

Diva 184



INTRICATE DESIGNS          Carmen46

Carmen

•	 Hand-made marquetry panels.
•	 Dimensions: 392 x 392 mm.
•	 Exotic insets in panels no. 1 & 7.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.

French Oak nature linen n°8

French Oak classic satin n°5

French Oak classic satin n°5

French Oak classic satin n°1 French Oak classic satin n°2

French Oak classic satin n°7

French Oak nature satin n°8 French Oak nature linen n°8

French Oak classic satin n°2



French Oak nature linen 15 mm

French Oak nature habano 15 mm

French Oak classic satin 15 mm

Traviata
Herringbone

•	 Engineered single-strip hardwood 
flooring, varnished, 4 chamfers.

•	 Herringbone-style effect.
•	 Width: 90 mm.
•	 Length: 590 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 Packs delivered in batches of two, 

marked G (left) and D (right).

INTRICATE DESIGNS          Traviata Herringbone48

Traviata
herringbone



French Oak classic satin 15 mm, fern pattern

Bohême

•	 Engineered single-strip hardwood 
flooring, varnished, 4 chamfers.

•	 Chevron effect.
•	 Width: 90 mm.
•	 Length: 500 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 Packs delivered in batches of two, 

marked G (left) and D (right).

50

SOLIDS 

PANAGET offers a complete range of this ever-popular flooring. 
Solid wood gives your interior a sense of order and warmth. This 
traditional type of parquet can be adapted to suit all the rooms in 

your home (including the bathroom), and is available in a wide 
choice of finishes and colours. If you love wood, read on!

Also available as:
•	 French Oak classic 

topaze 15 mm.

See chart on pages 62 
and 63 or the overview in 
the “Collection” section on 
panaget.com

French Oak nature linen 15 mm

Chantal BART (who’s worked in quality 
control at PANAGET for the last 12 years) 
checks the size of the planks used for the 
Sonate range.

PANAGET solids is continually checked for its 
level of humidity, dimensions and conformity 
with our requirements. The oils and varnishes 
used are also constantly monitored.

All of this means that PANAGET can offer the 
same guarantees on its solid wood range as it 
does on its engineered flooring. After all, it’s 
quality that counts.

Chantal BART
Quality controller

INTRICATE DESIGNS          Bohême



French Oak authentic saphir 140 mm

Sonate

•	 Solid single-strip hardwood flooring, 
varnished or oiled, 4 chamfers.

•	 Thickness: 14 mm.
•	 Width: 70, 90 or 140 mm.
•	 Lengths: from 400 to 1,300 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 100% solvent-free factory oil.

SOLID WOODS          Sonate52

French Oak prima topaze 70, 90 and 140 mm

French Oak authentic natural oil 90 or 140 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak authentic 

unlacquered 140 mm,
•	 French Oak authentic 

topaze 90 and 140 mm,
•	 Steamed robinia natural 

oil 90 mm  
(thickness 12 mm).

See chart on pages 62 
and 63 or the overview in 
the “Collection” section on 
panaget.com

< at 90 mm

Sonate



French Oak zenitude grey oil 140 mm

French Oak zenitude linen 90 or 140 mm

French Oak zenitude salina 90 or 140 mm French Oak zenitude driftwood 90 or 140 mm

French Oak zenitude celado 90 or 140 mmFrench Oak zenitude white oil 140 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak zenitude 

habano 90 and 140 mm.

See chart on pages 62 and 
63 or the overview in the 
“Collection” section on 
panaget.com

54 SOLID WOODS          Sonate

With Sonate zenitude, 
you get what you see: 
a genuinely solid wood 
floor. Fine materials 
combine with bold 
colours to create a subtly 
beautiful effect. 

Sonate



French Oak zenitude habano 21 mm

Octavo

•	 Solid single-strip hardwood flooring, 
varnished or oiled, 4 chamfers.

•	 Width: 140 mm.
•	 Lengths: from 400 to 1,300 mm.
•	 Ecostrong varnish.
•	 100% solvent-free factory oil.

56

French Oak authentic topaze 21 mm

Also available as:
•	 French Oak prima topaze 21 mm,
•	 French Oak authentic natural oil 21 mm,
•	 French Oak authentic satin 21 mm,
•	 French Oak zenitude celado 21 mm,
•	 French Oak zenitude linen 21 mm,
•	 French Oak zenitude salina 21 mm. 

See chart on pages 62 and 63 or the 
overview in the “Collection” section on 
panaget.com

SOLID WOODS          Octavo
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Octavo



Steamed Robinia natural oil 12 mm

Ulysse

•	 Traditional solid-wood parquet, 
tongue & groove.

•	 Boat-deck design especially for 
bathrooms.

•	 Width: 90 mm.
•	 Lengths: from 300 to 1,300 mm.

58

Pre-oiled Indonesian Teak 12 mm

SOLID WOODS          Ulysse

Ulysse
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The term “parquet” applies to any floor 
covering where the upper layer of the 

plank, made of wood, is at least 
2.5 mm thick. This very precise definition 

excludes laminate flooring, the look 
of which is just an illusion created by a 
photo covered with a plastic film. The 

term “laminated parquet”, therefore, is a 
misuse of language.

According to PANAGET, quality parquet 
contains no top layers which lengths 

measure less than the width of a strip, 
ensuring the flooring to look good and 

feels great.

UNDERSTANDING 
PARQUET FLOORING

Brushed:
finish which involves removing the top 
of the visible surface of the strip to 
bring out its structure

Chamfer: 
bevelled cut (generally at 45°) at the 
edge of a strip of wood

Ecostrong varnish:
ultra-resistant finish containing 
corindon (an exceptionally hard 
mineral substance)

Finger-jointed:
term used to describe parquet flooring 
where strips are laid end-to-end

Floor batten:
piece of wood that supports parquet 
flooring

Sapwood:
lighter, outer areas of a strip (young 
part of the wood)

Steamed: 
term used to describe parquet that has 
been submitted to a climatic cycle in 
hot air (improves colour)

Thermo-treatment:
process that gives the wood an exotic 
look by heat-dyeing it

Tongue & groove:
Assembly system where the hollowed 
section (groove) on the side of one 
parquet strip fits together with the 
tongue of the strip next to it

Top layer: 
The real-wood decorative section of 
engineered parquet 

GLOSSARY

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

Parquet for your underfloor heating and underfloor heating/coo-
ling system:

As underfloor heating and underfloor heating/cooling systems are becoming 
increasingly popular in modern and renovated homes, Panaget has developed a 
number of products suitable for the technology.

Special symbols highlight which parquets can be fitted above these systems, 
providing you follow the recommendations on gluing, laying, heating specifications 
and hygrometric conditions that are found on the packaging of your flooring. 
With the exception of the 140-millimetre version of Sonate and the entire Octavo 
range, all Panaget parquet floors are compatible with low-temperature underfloor 
heating. This incredibly wide variety means that you can choose a floor that is 
available with your preferred finish. All the floorings that are compatible with 
low-temperature underfloor heating are also suitable for using above underfloor 
heating and cooling systems, with the exception of 14 and 15-millimetre-thick 
parquets and all floors made of jatoba, beech and maple. Please check the 
symbols when making your choice. Note that our recommendations must be 
followed – along with the fitting and maintenance guidelines – for the 30-year 
Panaget guarantee to be valid.

Compatible with 
underfloor heating 
systems

Compatible with 
underfloor heating/
cooling systems

Parquet MADE IN FRANCE

Manufactured solely in 
France
PANAGET’s two production sites 
are located in Bougbarré and 
Redon, in the French region 
of Brittany, and the entire 

manufacturing process, from 
machining to applying the finishes, is performed there. No product 
only partly made in France can be awarded the Parquets de France 
(100% made in France) label, and manufacturers that display the 
label are verified by an independent auditing company.

French wood favoured 
To meet the conditions of displaying the Parquets de France label, 
PANAGET must source certain quantities of its wood from France 
and Europe (for species that are available locally): 90% of the 
wood used for our solid-wood parquet must be French and 100% 
of the wood components used for our engineered parquet must be 
French or European. All of PANAGET’s supplies are French Oak 
approved.

Wood sourced exclusively from certified forests
All of PANAGET’s wood comes from sustainably managed forests 
(certified by either PEFC or a similar recognized body) – and 
that applies to both wood sourced within France and species not 
available nationally.

Identifiable and traceable
In order to display the Parquets de France label, companies have 
to ensure full traceability of all the components that make up their 
parquet flooring. PANAGET fulfils the criteria defined by the PEFC 
(among others) for sustainable forest management.

An approach to quality that goes beyond 
regulatory requirements
Parquets de France wooden flooring is high-quality in many ways: 
you are guaranteed to get a reliable after-sales service, and the 
flooring contains VOC emissions below the maximum levels 
permitted. The PANAGET Customer Service department deals 
with any complaints directly to ensure a swift and comprehensive 
response. 
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CHOOSING 
YOUR PARQUET 

FLOORING

French Oak
(see shades 

opposite)

SPECIES

Satin or matt

Definition:
Varnished satin or matt
Available as:
Orféo, Traviata, Alto, Otello, Diva, 
Carmen, Traviata herringbone, 
Bohême, Octavo

Definition:
Varnished white brushed matt
Available as:
Orféo, Traviata, Otello, Diva, 
Sonate

Saphir

Definition:
Varnished ceruse white 
brushed matt
Available as:
Traviata, Otello

Platine

Definition:
White brushed matt oiled 
Available as:
Orféo salvagio, Otello salvagio, 
Otello zenitude, Diva zenitude, 
Sonate zenitude

White oil

Definition:
Varnished brushed with white 
aspect matt
Available as:
Orféo, Traviata, Traviata zenitude, 
Alto, Otello, Otello zenitude, Diva 
zenitude, Carmen, Traviata herring-
bone, Bohême, Sonate zenitude, 
Octavo zenitude

Linen

Grey oil

Definition:
Grey brushed matt oiled 
Available as:
Orféo, Orféo salvagio, Otello 
zenitude, Otello salvagio, Diva 
zenitude, Sonate zenitude

Definition:
Varnished brushed matt
Available as:
Orféo, Traviata, Alto, Otello, Diva, 
Bohême, Sonate, Octavo

Topaze

Definition:
Varnished brushed satin
Available as:
Traviata, Otello

Opale

Definition:
Natural brushed matt oiled 
Available as:
Orféo, Orféo salvagio, Otello 
salvagio, Otello zenitude, Diva 
zenitude, Sonate, Ulysse, Octavo

Natural oil

Definition:
Golden tone
Available as:
Orféo

Stained

Celado

Definition:
Varnished celadon-tone 
brushed matt
Available as:
Traviata zenitude, Alto, Otello 
zenitude, Diva zenitude, Sonate 
zenitude, Octavo zenitude

Definition:
Varnished copper-tone satin
Available as:
Orféo

Copper

Definition:
Varnished havana-tone 
brushed matt
Available as:
Traviata zenitude, Otello zenitude, 
Diva zenitude, Traviata herring-
bone, Sonate zenitude, Octavo 
zenitude

Habano

Definition:
Varnished brown brushed 
matt
Available as:
Otello

Nacre

Definition:
Antique wax brushed matt 
oiled
Available as:
Orféo salvagio, Otello zenitude, 
Otello salvagio, Diva zenitude

Antique wax oil

Salina

Definition:
Varnished bog-oak-tone 
brushed matt
Available as:
Traviata zenitude, Otello zenitude, 
Diva zenitude, Sonate zenitude, 
Octavo zenitude

Definition:
Varnished black stained satin
Available as:
Otello

Granit

Definition:
Varnished blue-grey brushed 
matt
Available as:
Alto, Otello zenitude, Diva 
zenitude

Perline

Definition:
Varnished mole-tone brushed 
matt
Available as:
Alto, Otello zenitude, Diva 
zenitude

Topia

Definition:
Varnished driftwood aspect 
brushed matt 
Available as:
Orféo, Alto, Otello, Otello 
zenitude, Diva zenitude, Sonate 
zenitude

Driftwood

COLOUR
The French Oak we mainly use for our parquet flooring comes in a wide range of shades. See the table below and choose a 
colour that suits your tastes.

Definition:
Varnished burgundy-tone 
brushed matt 
Available as:
Alto, Otello zenitude, Diva 
zenitude

Prunia
Whether you choose a light or dark wood, 
the tone colour of your new parquet 
flooring will develop over time as a result 
of exposure to UV light. You can see this 
natural oxidation by moving a rug or piece 
of furniture covering the floor a few weeks 
after it has been laid. This lighter area will 
take on the same tone as the rest of the 

parquet within a few weeks.

Jatoba Cherry satin US Walnut

Iroko Canadian Maple Indonesian Teak

Robinia Doussie
Bamboo

Available in caramel 
or natural

Beech Larch

Chestnut Ash

Definition:
Varnished heat-dyed brushed 
satin 
Available as:
Otello

Seductio opale

Natural, real wooden flooring 
brings charm to any room – just one 
of the many reasons why it is so 
popular. Decided to install parquet 
flooring in your home? Then let us 
give you some tips on choosing the 
one that’s right for you.

Which species or wood colour comes 
closest to what I am looking for?
Different species of wood, European and exotic, 
offer different technical and aesthetic qualities.

Which type of wood is best for me?
Whether you prefer the traditional charm of knotty 
wood or a more refined style, PANAGET offers 
parquet flooring to suit every taste.

What type of plank should I go for?
From solid wood to engineered, and two-strip or 
single-plank – there’s flooring to suit all tastes and 
budgets.

Which finish is best for me?
It’s hard to choose between varnish and oil 
finishes. We recommend that you go for the one 
you like the look of best, since you’ll be living with 
it for the rest of your life.

How do I lay the flooring?
Depending on the type of parquet you choose, you 
can nail it down or glue it – or you can even go 
for a floating floor.

Which pattern should I go for?
The most popular one at the moment is 
staggered rows, but more decorative 
patterns also make a good choice.



OUR FINISHES
Our finishes all have one thing in common: they bring out the natural character of the wood. Varnished or oiled, they always look impeccable.

Whichever finish you choose, caring for your parquet floor is extremely simple: all you need to do is regularly dust it with a damp cloth to remove 
soiling. Oiled parquet calls for a little more care, for which reason we recommend treating it with coat of maintenance oil once or twice a month to 
ensure it keeps its shine. See our maintenance advice at www.panaget.com.

HOW OUR WOOD LOOKS
Wood has many individual characteristics, and so we have broken down our parquet flooring into different categories according to their 
look. The pictures below are designed to show you how our woods look in their pure state. Prior to processing, they will undergo a number 
of treatments (planing, sanding, brushing etc.) before the finish is applied.

OUR PLANKS
To decide whether to go for two-strip or 
single-plank flooring, you should consider the 
dimensions of your room and the overall effect 
you want to create. The width and length of the 
plank also play a key role in how the flooring 
will look in the room. The PANAGET range is 
available in various widths and lengths, shown 
in the diagram opposite.

Tradition: light and dark 
wood, black knots, filled knots, 
discolouration, black marks, 
cracks, sapwood.

Prima: even-coloured wood, 
flat cut allowed, small knots, 
no sapwood on top layer.

Authentic: light and dark 
wood, black knots, filled knots, 
discolouration, black marks, 
cracks, traces of sapwood.

Classic: blight and dark 
wood, black knots, sapwood 
allowed on edge.

Zenitude: Light and dark 
wood, black knots, filled knots, 
opened knots, discolouration, 
cracks, sapwood. Grade with 
all characteristics and in any 
quantity. 

Nature: light and dark wood, 
black knots, discolouration 
and traces of sapwood.

Salvagio: light and dark 
wood, black knots, filled 
and/or opened knots, 
discolouration, tannin spots, 
cracks, sapwood. Grade with 
all characteristics and in any 
quantity. Structured top layer 
with local irregularities. Oil-
finished at the factory.
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Matt varnished
Oiled:

LAYING
Depending on the type of parquet you plan to purchase, various laying techniques are available. To make the right choice, you need to 
know where the flooring will be laid (in a modern or older building, in a block of flats or individual house, upstairs or downstairs etc.), the 
nature of the existing flooring, the type and condition of the base, the dimensions, the shape of the room and the lighting. Laying a PANAGET 
parquet floor is simple, however there are a number of rules to follow. That’s why all our packs come with laying instructions. Follow these 
step by step to achieve the desired result.

There are four main laying techniques for PANAGET flooring:

PLANK POSITIONING
Depending on the visual effect you are looking to create, there are various laying techniques available. Planks are most frequently positioned 
towards the light. The most common laying techniques are the following:

A B

C D

Staggered rows 
(‘Traditional-style’)

Staggered row parquet is made 
up of equally wide strips with 
different lengths. The rows 
are parallel to each other. The 
strips in one row are not all the 
same length and the joins are 
staggered.

A

French-style

French-style parquet flooring is 
made up of planks of different 
lengths and widths. The rows 
are laid parallel to one another 
and staggered.

B

Herringbone

Herringbone parquet flooring 
involves the planks being laid 
at right angles to one another.

C

Chevron 

Also known as “Hungarian 
point parquet”, this parquet 
flooring is characterized by 
butt-cut strips cut widthways 
at a 45° angle. It can be 
enhanced by fern pattern 
laying (see page 50).

D

Contemporary and easy to do, the floating fitting: 

with glue (Otello, Diva, Carmen, Traviata herringbone, Bohême).
Only engineered strips are suitable for this type of laying, which involves gluing them to one another 
using a tongue & groove system.

with our click-together system (Orféo, Alto, Traviata, Otello).
Easy and quick to lay, can be installed on thin carpets, vinyl floors and tiling. If you have an underfloor 
heating/cooling system, you must opt for a fully glued-down floor.

More modern and specific, fully glued-down (Sonate, Ulysse).
This method of laying is most suitable for more delicate assemblies and certain specific applications: for 
example in bathrooms or if you have underfloor heating (less than 28°C).

The most traditional: nailed-down (Otello).
The parquet is nailed to the floor battens. This must be done by an expert to guarantee its quality. This 
method raises the height of the floor by a minimum of 5 cm.

Varnished: our parquets are given between 
five and seven coats of Ecostrong varnish in 
our factory. Our high-quality state-of-the-art 
varnishes ensure effective protection against all 
parquet flooring’s traditional enemies: abrasion, 
scratches, stains, etc. Our hardwearing varnish 
finish looks great, and is by far the most widely 
used and the easiest to maintain. It is available in 
satin and matt versions.

Oiled: PANAGET sells parquet flooring that 
is oiled in our factory. This finish brings out the 
beauty of the wood and protects it thoroughly. 
Some people also choose oiled parquet for its 
more natural look (100% solvent-free). This type 
of finish needs to be regularly maintained.

Satin varnished



www.panaget.com

•	 Find out everything you need to know about 
our parquet collection, and access technical 
sheets. 

•	 Take a look at our selection of accessories 
that will help you to lay and maintain your 
flooring. 

•	 Watch videos of our experts showing you 
how simple it is to perfectly lay your parquet.

•	 Use our simulation tool to see how your 
parquet would fit into the colour scheme of 
your room. 

•	 Sign up for our newsletter so you can keep 
up-to-date with the latest news and offers. 

•	 Read our FAQs.

AVAILABLE ONLINE:

ASSESSORIES

LOVE YOUR 
PARQUET

It is essential to select the right 
accessories to ensure your 
parquet is properly laid and 
the room is finished off well. 

This is why PANAGET offers a range 
of laying accessories, such as glues, 
underlays and fitting kits – remember 
to work out exactly what you need 
at the start of your project. We also 
supply finishing accessories to go 
with your parquet flooring, including 
doorsills, skirting boards, stairs nosing, 
and door stops. NB: skirting boards 
(vertical aspect) cannot emulate totally 
the ‘look’ of parquet flooring fitted on 
site (horizontal aspect).

Finally, we would like to point out that 
your parquet flooring will last longer 
if it is properly maintained. Ask for 
professional advice when choosing a 
cleaning product, such as a brightener, 
varnished wood floor cleaner, soap 
or oil, and make sure you follow the 
instructions on the packaging. 

View a full selection of our 
accessories at:

www.panaget.com/en/accessoires/

Take care of your 
parquet flooring!

There’s nothing difficult 
about maintaining a 
PANAGET parquet floor. 
All you have to do is take 
into account its finish 
(varnished or oiled) and 
the way it’s used.

Maintenance products

Show your parquet 
flooring in its full glory 
with our finishing 
accessories!

The accessories you choose 
can be almost as important 
as the type of parquet 
flooring you go for. The 
right finishing touches can 
really set off your parquet 
and make sure it fits in well 
with the tone of the room. 

Finishing accessories

Get the job off to a 
good start with our 
laying accessories!

To do the job well, 
you need to have the 
right information and 
the right tools, and 
be well-prepared. To 
ensure that your parquet 
flooring is durable and 
stable, it needs to be 
laid under the right 
conditions. PANAGET can 
provide you with all the 
accessories you need to 
lay your wood flooring 
perfectly.

Laying accessories 
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rouge pantone 201 C
vert pantone 555 C 

C 0 M 100 J 63 N 29 
C 75 M 0 J 60 N 55  

Made in France since 1929
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